Facilitators
DAVID DJAELANI GORDON, born
Chicago in 1942, has himself
recovered from addiction, & has been working with addicts
since 1972. Is a member of Alcoholics and Narcotics
Anonymous. Is a Certified Drug and Alcohol Counselor.
Currently is Program Director of Yayasan Harapan Permata
Hati Kita (YAKITA); a Drug & Alcohol Addiction and Treatment
Recovery Community and Foundation, based in Ciawi, Bogor,
West Java (www.yakita.webs.com). David is a certified
Holotropic Breathworker, trained by Dr. Stanislav Grof in the
US. Owned Philemons; a Retreat Center in Carmel Valley,
California where he facilitated Holotropic Breathwork, Crisis &
Trauma Intervention & Counseling, Drug & Alcohol Recovery,
Retreats for men / men’s issues. Is a Massage Therapist, adept
with Art Therapy and Creative Expressions (as part of retreat
activities), is a Sweat Lodge Leader. Works with Death and
Dying, Crisis & Suicide prevention / intervention. Moved to
Indonesia in 1995 after marrying Joyce, a native Indonesian.
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JOYCE DJAELANI GORDON, born in Jakarta in 1964, is a

~ the first in-depth holistic program
www.yakita.webs.com

We would not convince you to enter the Program
On the contrary, it is us ~ you need to convince,
that you are serious about ~ recovering ~ your life.

psychologist, graduated from the University of Indonesia. She
is the Founder and Board member of Yayasan Harapan
Permata Hati Kita (YAKITA) Drug Addiction and Treatment
Recovery Community. She has has been actively involved with
various health NGOs since 1984, as well as consulting for
nternational NGOs such as PATH Seattle, Project Concern
International (PCI) San Diego, CARE, WHO, John Snow on
AIDS, gender issues and Adolescent Health. She is also an
energy healer, and her rich cultural background and her own
experiences allowed her a deep understanding of energies
and the transpersonal realms.

The Program
THE PROGRAM: This particular program will be held at
Srikandi, Tajur ‐ where David and Joyce will directly work with
you, 24/7. This is a program focused only for those who are
serious about their own recovery, and truly / honestly want to
work on their personal problems. This program is only open to
those who come in voluntarily.
joydave@gmail.com
Program Code: ExY
Tel. (0251) 8244 375 / +62816 1910 736

www.breathworkindonesia.webs.com
www.yakita.webs.com
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ou rarely beat drug or alcohol addiction, at best .... you survive ..... True recovery - not
rehabilitation - from drug and alcohol addiction is one of the most difficult journeys one may
encounter in Life. Take the journey, or don’t, choose ....!!
Becoming an .. addict .. the painful & tragic, confused
& angry ~ spiraling descent, from what is known as a standard
of normality ~ into a nightmarish hell is never intentional.

‘IT’
~ addiction ~
just unfolds, ‘IT’ happens.
And once drugs / alcohol or any of your addictive
behaviors takes you, steals and binds you ~ it seems there can
be no turn around, no going back.

Often we talk about ~
‘remember’?
Remember! Remember when life, your life ~ seemed
okay, was mostly good, had lots of happy times, & also had its
regular ups and downs? Yet life, seemed regular, and ....
normal. There were those early days ~ long ago ~ of drugs and
alcohol times; you ‘remember’ ~ it was the joyous times, days &
times of ecstasy, excitement, forever going there, going here, a
cornucopia of sounds, colors, touch, sex, rock n roll, spirits in
the sky, majestic mountains, blue seas, sunrise and sunsets;
family, friends, him and her. “IT” was just great, so truly great….
Remember when IT was ~ FUN....? Then came those days
of ~ FUN and PROBLEMS.... Then, remember, there were only ~
PROBLEMS.... One day, I remember I was OK, you were OK, and
life was OK. Then one day “IT” was not OK. One day, one day,
long ago ~ you woke up and realized that “IT” was
ruining your life ~ but ~ you could not stop “IT.”

Life changed & changed.... forever….!
It is nearly impossible to tell, to explain
to others; the spiral, spinning into the world‐of‐
addiction, and the life you lead, the life that
leads you when you become an addict.... The ‘addiction’
must be fed, must be given the drugs / alcohol, the rock ‘n’
roll “IT” needs to satisfy the craving, the craziness, “IT” must
have to just do, to exist in the day, to make it through the day.

The endless lying, cheating, stealing, violence “IT” does to get
the drugs / alcohol, “IT” must have to be, to feel okay for the
moment…. “IT” makes you hate yourself.
Then the day comes, as the day must always come,
when all is ‘LOST’. When, finally, you say the words, to
yourself, which all addicts eventually admit .... with a
shrugged gesture of ~ failureISM ~, when life hits that lonely
bottom. When you finally give up and say; “I don’t care’’….
And their world, that normal world ‐ we once knew, once
lived in, once played in, once belonged in ~ vanishes….
Gone..! So....! So ~ what is left? The addict seeking the drug /
alcohol ‘IT” must have, to survive. You survive at the bottom
of your life. And survive you do, within the ‘world of
addiction’…., lost..!
How long can someone live with drug and / or alcohol
addiction? How long can family, loved ones, friends, society ~
live with addiction, your addiction? How long can you / we
live the life of the addict, & with all the co‐related‐problems
that ~ addiction ~ brings? Sometimes, often years and years
and years, as we know. And sometimes forever.... ~

Recovery; the possibility?
Recovery by yourself, without help;
never!
Recovery with help;
Possible

Many of us have tried to stop [and tried to stop and
tried to stop], to recover by ourselves, ~ but ~ we
were never successful in achieving and maintaining a
long term state of recovery. And that is where the
problem lies. Had we been successful, we would never
be where we are right now, in the depths our
lives. Like so many other problems, trying to
have a go at it ourselves, unfortunately rarely
ever worked.

Recovery from Addiction
Recovery from drug and / or alcohol addiction has four primary
steps :
 PHYSICAL ~ primary detoxification from drugs and alcohol.
 MENTAL ~ regenerating normal and balanced thinking
process again, dealing with and getting over ‘cravings / the
hunger’…. This takes many months.
 EMOTIONAL ~ dealing, working with feelings and emotions.
The ‘growing up process’.
 SPIRITUAL / religious values ~ being / feeling human once
again and seeking the spirit, internally and externally, to
become alive once again. Often you rekindle religious /
spiritual beliefs and values. A personal relationship /
friendship with God / Higher Power. ~
Also ~ two other critical factors in recovery are:
 Family involvement
 Aftercare [which is absolutely critical for long‐term recovery]
And, probably, the most important item [truth] of all in
recovery ~ ‘you’ truly and honestly want to recover from drug
/ alcohol addiction. Without a true want to recover ~ then
recovery will be limited to a brief period of time, then [without
doubt] you will relapse…. To ‘recover’ ~ YOU ~ must truly want
to recover….!!
If you are serious about your recovery from drug /alcohol
addiction, call.

62‐251‐8244 375
Our ‘exclusive recovery program’ is limited to 4 people at a
time. We accommodate both males and females. The Center is
set up for both genders. The ‘program’ is done in a private,
home style setting. The ‘program’ is strictly confidential ~ for
participant and family….
Your recovery process is based upon a personal, focused,
relationship with experts. Some of the ‘programs and
techniques’ ~ used are; 12 Step Programs, Harm Reduction,
Relapse Prevention, Cognitive Therapy, Holotropic Breathwork,
Meditation, Exercise, Healthand Medical Education, Art
Therapy, Energy Healing Therapy, Journaling, Soft Living Skills
including Cooking Education, Cleaning Education. Working with
Family, and the absolute importance of Aftercare.
Basic Program is 40 days; 10 days for detoxification and
acclamation ‐ and a month long program / process of recovery.

